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TCU Mapping-Enhanced Counseling manuals provide evidence-based 
guides for adaptive treatment services (included in National Registry 
of Evidence-based Programs and Practices, NREPP, 2008).  They are 
derived from cognitive-behavioral models designed particularly for 
counselors and group facilitators working in substance abuse treatment 
programs.  Although best suited for group work, the concepts and 
exercises can be directly adapted to individual settings.   
 
When accompanied by user-friendly information about client 
assessments that measure risks, needs, and progress over time, TCU 
Mapping-Enhanced Counseling manuals represent focused, time-limited 
strategies for engaging clients in discussions and activities on 
important recovery topics.  These materials and related scientific 
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1MAPPING NEW ROADS TO RECOVERY
CHAPTER 
Introduction to Mapping
What Are Mental Roadmaps?
In this chapter we will introduce “mental roadmaps,” discuss
why you should use them, and describe how you can get
started making them.
We frequently use maps from a road atlas to locate where we
are, to figure out how to move from place to place, and to give
directions to other people.  In this manual we are going to
introduce you to a new kind of roadmap.  Instead of showing
how cities, towns, parks, and lakes are connected to one
another, these maps show how feelings, actions, thoughts, and
facts are connected.  As you know, most people prefer simple
roadmaps to sets of verbal directions.  The old adage, “A
picture’s worth a thousand words,” probably applies here.  Our
experiments with mental roadmaps suggest the same things:
maps of thoughts and actions communicate better than words













In “maps” like these,
the circles  or nodes
usually contain
concepts, objects,
actions, and feelings rather than towns and cities.  The links
between the circles represent relationships, such as “types”
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We have developed ways of making maps to help teachers and
counselors communicate more effectively.  These mental maps,
which we call node-link maps, can be used much like regular
roadmaps.  For example, you may ask a student or client to
draw a map in order to give you a feel for their mental terrain:
Or, you can use maps to show a
client how to get from one stage
to another:
Or, you can use them to show
how an area of knowledge, such
as counseling, is organized:
As you go through this
manual, you will
encounter many other
suggested uses of mental
roadmaps, and you’ll probably invent some of your own.  This
is a new tool, so you should feel free to be creative and modify
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Before giving you more information on how to make and use
these types of maps, however, we would like to give you some
idea of why you should consider using them.
By far the most common way we express our ideas to
ourselves and to others is through natural language (i.e.,
conversation and writing).  In essence, natural language has
been and continues to be our primary thinking tool.  One
powerful reason for this is the printing press.  Until very
recently, the printing of lines of type was the only economical
method for recording ideas and knowledge.
As a result, we have been compelled to
tailor much of our thinking to conform to the
print medium (Marshal McLuhan, a media
expert, has had a lot to say about the
negative consequences of this).
Although natural language is a powerful tool,
it is greatly limited by the fact that it’s linear.
That is, words in sentences need to be
spoken, heard, or read one after another.
The sequence is fixed and one-dimensional.
This strong commitment to linear order often conflicts with our
own thinking experiences, which tend to be marked by non-
linear shifts from idea to idea.
Our dilemma is reflected in Figure 1 (see page 4).  The
communicator on the left side of the picture (perhaps a
client) has stored experiences in the form of images
and feelings.  These are represented by cartoons on
the lower level in his head.  The upper level is a node-
link map of these experiences.  Recent theories of
memory suggest that this is the way things are stored.
The communicator has the problem of transmitting the mental
map to a receiver.  Unfortunately, the usual way this has been
done is through natural language.  The communicator has to
describe his or her map in words. The receiver then has the
difficult task of trying to understand this description and
discover what is actually in the communicator’s head.  One
way communication might be improved is by having either the
communicator or receiver make a map.
Why Use Node-link Maps?
One way communication
might be improved is by having
either the communicator or
receiver make a mental
roadmap.
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The communication process.
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In addition to being more similar to our memories than is
language, maps also have some other advantages that make
them good communication and thinking tools.
Maps have less word clutter.  Many of the words in
written and spoken language are there just to keep the flow of
ideas going, but don’t communicate new information.  Because
node-link maps use lines and space to replace some of these
words, there are fewer words with which to contend.  This may
be a particularly important advantage in communicating with
someone whose language skills are not strong.
Maps can easily show complex relationships.  One
of the major dilemmas experienced by most speakers and
writers is their desire to express two ideas at the same time and
to show their relationships.  Although impossible in language,
this is easy to do in maps because of their two-dimensionality.
Many complicated personal problems are multilayered; for
example, there is usually a behavioral layer (the actions being
taken) and an emotional layer (the feelings being aroused by
these actions) that parallel one another.  In maps, these layers
can be shown side-by-side or on top of one another, and
connections between them can be explored.
Information in maps can be located quickly.
Because of the lack of word clutter and a map’s use of two-
dimensional space, it is easy to find your place and move from
idea to idea.  This ability to navigate is very useful in keeping
individual and group discussions on track.
All of these map characteristics are shown in Figure 2 (see
following page).  Notice that in this figure we have put letters
on the lines.  These letters show what type of
relationships exist between the ideas.  In this case, L
stands for “leads to” (e.g., node-link maps lead to good
communication) and C stands for “characteristic” (e.g.,
one characteristic  of node-link maps is that they have less
word clutter).  We will have more to say about relationships
shortly.
Advantages of mapping
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A map of maps.
N O D E - L I N K
M A P S
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How Do You Do Simple Mapping?










Reseach findings confirm mapping as an important tool
Another important reason for using maps is that research
shows they work.  Multipurpose mapping has been explored
by a growing group of educators, counselors, and researchers
since the early 1970s.  A variety of map-making systems have
been developed and explored.  None of these have been as
thoroughly and systematically researched and developed as the
node-link system presented in this manual.  This system has
been evaluated in research supported by the National Science
Foundation, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, the Army
Research Institute, and the Air Force.  Over 60 scientific papers
and presentations have focused on this system.  (See “Selected
Bibliography of Papers on Mapping” at the end of this manual
for a partial research bibliography.)  It has been taught to
hundreds of teachers, counselors, and industrial trainers, and is
presently being used at many institutions across the country.
Research findings and testimonials indicate that node-link
mapping can effectively replace and supplement written and
spoken language in many situations to improve problem-
solving, decision-making, learning, and communication.  Maps
can help a person express parallel ideas and complex and
distant connections that are extremely difficult to present in
natural language.  Further, unlike written language, maps are
effective communication aids for lectures and group
discussions.  Specific ideas can be located and recalled much
more quickly in a map than in a body of text because of the
map’s spatial layout and its lack of word clutter.  In addition,
maps have been shown to be particularly helpful for people
with low verbal ability.
In this section, we are going to introduce you to mapping by
working with very simple, common ideas.  Later on you will be
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Making things visible
For many uses of mapping, the easiest and best thing to do is
to start by putting an important idea, feeling, or action in the
center of a large piece of paper or chalkboard.  Then start add-
ing things that




we wanted to dis-
cuss the com-
mon cold, we

















else, it will be
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In our research, we have found that it is often important to
focus the client or student on the relationships between
thoughts, actions, feelings, and facts.  These relationships are
expressed in maps as the lines, or links, between the nodes
(i.e., the circles or squares containing the ideas).  Just as roads
connect cities, links connect nodes.  For example, the map
below indicates a relationship between heavy drinking and
brain damage; and, in this case, it
is asserted that heavy drinking
leads to or causes brain damage.
One way of naming or
identifying relationships is to
come up with your own names
as you go along and write them
next to the links or lines in your
maps.  This is a perfectly good
way to do node-link mapping.  However, most people who
regularly use maps find it useful to have a standard set of
relationships to choose from.  After extensive research,
we have developed the set of nine links (relationships),
illustrated in Figure 4 on page 10.  They are grouped
into three action links (influences, leads to, and next),
three description links (characteristic, part, and type), and
three illustration links (analogy, comment, and example).
Learning this set of relationship links is probably only necessary
if you are going to use maps repeatedly in communicating
important information.  However, using a set of relationships is
valuable.  It can increase awareness of potential relationships
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To help you learn the links, we have included a series of
exercises on the next four pages.  In this series, each page of
“problems” is followed by a page of illustrative answers.  We
encourage you to work out your own answers before looking
at ours.  Also, it is important for you to keep in mind that
there are usually a number of possible answers to each
problem.  Those we have provided are not the only answers,
but you should be able to use them to better understand how
the link system works.  Additional exercises can be found in
Appendix C.
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Using the link types to create maps
When you’re not sure what information should be included in
the map and/or how it should be organized, you can start with
a few key ideas and “grow” the map by asking yourself, or your
client, about relationships (or links) between ideas (e.g., “What
does this idea lead to?” or “What are some characteristics of
this idea?”).  After the map has been “grown” you can then
organize it to make it easier to understand.
We call this approach “link-guided” because it uses link type
questions to develop additional information for inclusion
in the map.  We could have used this technique to
develop our map of the common cold shown earlier.
In doing this, use “common cold” as the starting node,
ask a series of link questions, and attach the answers
using a “Tinker-toy”TM-style.  Here is a possible scenario
(see figure 5 on following page).
We could use the rest of the link types to ask additional
questions about the common cold and expand our map.  It
could be elaborated even further by asking link questions
about some of the other nodes we have added.  Our research
with this technique indicates that it is an excellent method for
developing ideas about a topic prior to writing or speaking.  It
also is an effective discussion aid.  It’s better than simple
“brainstorming” because the link questions help you search for
information more systematically and thoroughly.  It also helps
to jog your memory and helps guide the direction and focus of
group discussions.
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Mapping a “cold” using link questions.
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A plan for developing a link-guided map is illustrated in Figure
6.  It is important not to follow this plan robotically.  The order
in which link questions are asked is not magical.  You may
skip around and ask the questions in any order.
Intuitive leaps are encouraged.  Sometimes ideas
emerge that do not seem to have a direct link with the
node you are working on.  Jot down these off-shoot
ideas and use them as possible starting nodes for other
sections of the map.  Use this technique as a rough guideline;
this type of mapping does not have rigid production rules!  So,
be creative and have fun with the mapping process.
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Growing a map using the link-guided technique.
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Growing a map using the link-guided technique
(continued).
(continued from previous page)
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When you have a good grasp of the information you are
intending to map, you will first want to develop an overview
structure that lays out the major topics to be covered.  For
example, we might use our general knowledge of diseases to
lay out the following overview of the common cold.
We could then fill in specific information.  If we wanted to
show relationships between different sections of the map, we
could use the link-guided technique to make interconnections.
For example:  “Which symptoms lead to which treatments?”
The answer to this question could produce connections






































Additional link questions can be answered to “flesh out” the
remainder of the map.
The purpose of this chapter was to explain the What, Why, and
How of simple node-link mapping.  In the next chapters, you
will be guided through more specific applications of mapping
to counseling situations.  The practice exercises in the present
chapter and in Appendix C can serve as refresher material as
you proceed.
We conclude this chapter with two maps that nicely illustrate
the use of the system (see Figures 7 and 8).
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
* “Definition” is a user-created link.
Description of love.
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What was the RESULT
of your choice?





What are your CHOICES?
(Alternatives)
What's the PROBLEM?
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at > 2
extra-inguinal sites














CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR HIV INFECTION
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Fever > 1 mo.
Diarrhea > 1 mo.















CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR HIV INFECTION
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complex or M. Kansasii)
10. Cytomegalovirus
infection




































































































































































won't talk to me
gets angry
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